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primate, indigenous, or imported, household, or wild, which
occasionally or regularly adversely affects people's health and
Abstract— Throughout the origin of life, birds are the most
the well-being or clashes with human actions or priorities in a
abundant ground vertebrates. The change of bird’s adaptation
certain meaningful way. Vertebrates Pests can lead to health
creates modern theropods species. Other varied groups of
mammals are composed of around 50 percent of rodents with
problems, namely allergy and including asthma responses,
diverse species. Despite numerous phenotypes as well as genetic
respiratory disease, even mental illness [1].
research, rodent community-level interactions are still under
The phylogenetic analysis investigates the genetic interactions
discussion. This paper discusses proves supporting the origins of
among individuals and that for biological research is a crucial
birds from animal flesh-eating dinosaurs and illustrates the
base. The creation of robust phylogenetic trees is an essential
variety of examples that link rodents to mammals. The
step in the detection of new diseases as well as the emergence
information is derived from the database as well as gathered
of new biomedical therapies [2]. While about 195 Ma,
literature in the different available researches (PubMed, Google
Hadrocoidium wui, the possible evolutionary predecessor of
Scholar, Google). The study does not have a new collection of
all mammals, appeared like a small mouse [3] rodents formed
specimens. the approach used for this research is the analysis of
previously published research papers and the latest articles.
approximately 130 My later, 62–100 Ma, from a popular
Short interspersed elements (SINEs) provide a strong, nearly
lagomorphic ancestor, creating the Glires clade [4].
homoplastic-free source for solving the phylogenetic issue of
Like monkeys, tree voles including flying lemurs, Glires share
rodents from mammals. From our analysis, we found 85%
a common ancestor [5]. Perhaps favored through their tiny
compatible chromosomes, 99% similar, and 60% identical genes
size, short mating periods, as well as a wide range of diets
among rodents and humans. It was also evaluated that dinosaurs
consumed, rodents rose quickly to become one of the most
through gradual changes became birds. Since the discovery of
prominent groups of mammals, reaching almost every
archaeopteryx, the proof of bird's evolution from dinosaurs was
continent and forming roughly half for all alive mammalian
confirmed. The dinosaurs and bird's features are present in the
species.
archaeopteryx. DNA analysis of rodents with mammals is
recommended.
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1.

What is phylogeny and phylogenetic analysis:

Phylogeny corresponds to a phylogenetic category of species
evolutionary history. Phylogenetic is a closely linked field of
study that uses phylogenetic tree structures to study
evolutionary backgrounds as well as relations between various
groups of species. Vertebrate pests can be described like any
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In general, most rodents, murine (e.g. mice and rats) were
traditional r-strategists (favoring volume above offspring
performance) and also have established incredibly short
generational periods and exceptional adventurous and adaptive
capacities, with significant effects on community systems and
even developmental levels [6]. The present study is all about
highlighting the records, backgrounds, phylogeny lineage, and
the roots of the history of the pest rodents especially the birds
and the rodents.
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confirmed that Musculus domesticus was first cozy to humans
around 15,000 years ago. The correlation between these
human communities as well as variations in the house mouse
has become even stronger once the team compared their fossil
findings with the mouse communities across the huntergathering today.
It was also unbelievable, says Weissbrod, even though they

2. Phylogeny of Rodents:

noted practically the entire specific same percentage around

In Australia about 5 MYA the first rodent was found. The
roots begin to link that rodent with the today s rodents, the
growth, size and physical appearance are not the only
characters that linked the first rodent with the latest rodent but
this was because the rate of their DNA was significantly
matched with the each other. The matching rates of DNA
between them have inhibited efforts to reconstitute their
evolutionary history, particularly the root of it. The similar
levels of DNA between them have hindered efforts to recreate
their evolutionary history, particularly the origin of it.
Nevertheless, the significance of rare genetic modifications,
especially short interspersed elements (SINEs), is irrespective
of high molecular mutation rates, providing a strong, nearly
homoplastic-free source for solving such phylogenetic issues
[7].

house mice (80%) as well as short-tailed mice (20%) from Ain
Mallaha's Jordan Valley site, a Natufian settlement between
the ages of 12,000 and 13,000—placing it among nomadic
periods of life as well as the oldest farmers. The work not only
shows that the house mouse has out-competed another mouse
species by creating a one-sided human relationship. The
relationship between humans and mice is still evolving [9].
3. Phylogeny of Birds:
The birds are evolved from the dinosaurs. This was just a
theory but later on, after fossils discovery from China, this
theory gets some proves. Some evolutionary proof is also
found in South America. Modern birds that we today see are
descended from the dinosaurs. The modern birds come from
the theropods. The characters of theropods and avians are
closely related. The new analysis will confirm the idea of the

Mice are mammals of the Glires clade, meaning they were
among the people's closest living relatives other than
lagomorphs, treeshrews, flying lemurs, and other primates [8].

bird’s evolution from the dinosaurs [10].

The size of the

theropods and the avian are closely related. Their size is
between 100 to 500 pounds.

Fig. 1: Mice evolutionary linage

Mice are Glires clade mammals, meaning they were among
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the people's closest living relatives apart from lagomorphs,
tree shrews, flying lemurs, as well as other primates. The
National Academy of Sciences ' findings says which our
association with all these is older. Through analyzing the
variations of the house mouse remains found throughout the
eastern Mediterranean archeological sites, archaeologists have
COPYRIGHT © 2020 BY THE WORLDWIDE JOURNAL OF RESARCH

Fig. 2: Aves relation to dinosaurs
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The skull and brain of theropods are very closely related to the
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empirical framework has not yet been formulated or a

avian, thus, giving us proof that birds are evolved from the

definitive process.

dinosaurs. For example, the velociraptor had a skull-like

The spectrum analysis as it occurs was first been named from

coyote and its brain size is almost the size of the pigeon. The

the researcher [12]. These scope analyses were intended to

phylogenetic of organisms is significant because it improves

rapidly outline the basic principles behind a discipline, the key

our understanding of evolution. Since most of the rodents are

references and forms of proof, which can be carried out on

used in medical experiments, doing rodents phylogenetic

their own as lay-alone programs, particularly in situations

analysis is effective.

when discipline is difficult or not closely studied. The purpose

Their phylogeny is also that their genomic, biochemical, and

of the scoping review was, to sum up, the scope analyzes in

behavioral features closely mimic human traits. But perhaps

the report. This way, we will outline one end of such

the key justification for bird research is to learn better the

declarations and describe the analysis in some sections.

phylogeny of dinosaur birds. The study aims to explain; What

4.1. Identification of the research question

is the relationship between birds and dinosaurs, and How did

The key aim is to examine existing evidence on the phylogeny

birds evolve from dinosaurs? Do birds have anything in

of rodents from mammals. Detailed investigations are the

common with dinosaurs? What animal did rats evolve from

basis of the phylogeny between birds and dinosaur. "What is

and what is the connection between the mammals and rodents?

the connection between birds and dinosaurs, how did

4. Methodology:

dinosaurs eventually raise?" The key study problem emerged.

The development of knowledge in the field of evolution is

Will birds associate something with dinosaurs? Which species

increasingly

have rodents evolved from and how are mammals and rodents

growing

and

is

also

decentralized

and

interdisciplinary at the same time. This makes it impossible to

related?

preserve the state of the art and to remain at the forefront of

4.2. Identification of relevant studies

science and to assess cumulative data in a given area of study.

We have identified the above words to respond to the peer-

For this reason, the literary review is more relevant than ever

reviewed article: the keyword "rodent phylogeny" "mammal

as a study tool. Systematic research that combined the

phylogeny"

published research articles, experiments and other details that

phylogeny" "rodent’s phylogeny" (PubMed and Google

will exist on the site is this border-sectional and continuing

scholars). In these terms, we have comprehensively screened

analysis.

for qualitative method studies on some online repositories.

The study took place between December 2019 and April 2020.

4.3. Selection of studies for review

The scoping method was used to sketch, diagram, and

Our research-based on the phylogeny of rodents from

summarize. The key goal is to learn the phylogeny of

mammals and birds from dinosaurs from the years 2000 to

mammalian and dinosaur mammals. To achieve this goal,

2020. The paper selected for analysis has all the relevant

several research papers are analyzed by the keyword

details.

"phylogeny

4.3.1. Inclusion criteria

of

rodents"

"phylogeny

of

rodents

from

"bird

phylogenies"

"mammalian

rodent

mammals" "phylogeny of birds" "phylogeny of rodents from

The study papers are downloaded from Google, Pubmed,

mammals" For the sorting examination, a scoping analysis

Google Scholar, and Research Gate. The research involves

technique is used [11]. A scoping analysis has been more and

articles on the phylogeny of rodents from mammals and birds

more essential for the processing of data for science. It is a

from dinosaurs.

comparatively modern approach to which a comprehensive

4.3.2. Exclusion criteria
A large number of literary publications have been overlooked

COPYRIGHT © 2020 BY THE WORLDWIDE JOURNAL OF RESARCH
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mammals and birds from dinosaurs. Papers not correlated with
phylogeny are omitted.

5.1. Rodent Evolution: Back to the Root

4.4. Charting of key information

It is also possible to provide a solid and technically

The collected study results are classified according to the

homoplastic basis for solving such phylogenetic problems by

following: 'writers and publications in the year, ‘.’ Details of

the presence or absence of unusual genome modifications such

the studies have been listed in more depth as recent results.

as short-interspersed components. Researcher [7] screened 12

4.5. Collating and summarizing results

GB of genomic details of rodents utilizing three-way genome,

All the reviews from the previous literature were collected and

multi-line sequencing, polymerase-chain high throughput

analyzed. All study articles are reviewed easily and the

amplification as well as sequence to expose 65 SINE

conclusions are presented appropriately. To increase the

phylogenetically sensitive inserts scattered across 23 rodent’s

consistency of the analysis [13], all summarized material is

phylogenetic nodes.

repeatedly checked. The selection process chart is shown in

The early Mouse-related and Ctenohystrica (guinea pigs and

table 1. Our study used journals and magazines and published

families) clades are supported with a total of eight SINEs and

research papers to conclude all the data. All the data provides

six indels and the Squirrel-related clade is the sister group. In

in the research paper is get from the database. No new

the genome-wide distribution trend of retroposons linked to

specimen collection was conducted for this study.

B1, this early speciation scenario was also apparent as mouse

TABLE1. Selection Process Chart

and guinea pig genomes shared six such subfamilies
comprising hundreds of thousands of components, which are
not present in the earth's squirrel genome.
It is important, though, that Ctenohystrica 's relationship with
the Squirrel clades is confirmed by 2 SINE insertions and one
diagnostic indel. All these mutually contradictory insertions
perfectly illustrate in line-sorting or a more difficult
evolutionary example, including an early divergence from the
Squirrel relative and the latter and Ctenohystrica groups.

5. Results and Discussion:

For analyzing the results, the following studies are used. Table

5.1.1. Retroposons as Phylogenetic Markers Providing Evidence for

2, describes the summary contribution of authors in this

Lineage-Specific Splits

research.

Researcher [7] defined two strategies for the new innovative

TABLE2.

Summarize study of the contributing author in

from the previously studied loci, which are derived from the

research
Sr.

Author

Year

no

Page
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1.

Work

on

mouse genome analysis, are examined for all three main lines

Contribution

of rodent species. Improved taxonomic research-supported 5

Evolution
Batzoglue

2000

Evolution

of

Rats
2.

Singer

2015

3.

Castro

2018

4.

Vergano

2014

Compares

Human

and

mouse gene structure

Birds

of

Studied Archaeopteryx
Birds

Evolved

Dinosaurs Slowly

COPYRIGHT © 2020 BY THE WORLDWIDE JOURNAL OF RESARCH

additional family rodents, markers which are summarized in
the below table 3:

Dinosaurs Shrank to Birds
Evolution

loci SINE insert and components. First, 17 additional RDAs

From

TABLE3. Summarization of markers that represent common ancestry
Markers

Common ancestry

14a-ID4

Proechimis, Myocastor, and Capromy

14b-ID4

Octododontoidea and Chinchilloidea

16B-ID2 & 16C-B1

Cavioid monophyly
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8c-ID4

ciuridae

8b-pB1D10

Sciuroidea

TABLE4. Circles which reflects markers

(fig. 3; supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material
online). The addition of material from Cuniculus taczanowskii
resulted in significant support (four markers) for the branch

Circles

Reflect markers found by screening

Black

Mus musculus introns

Blue

Dipodomys ordii trace results

White

Cavia porcellus genomic sequences

Gray

Spermophilus tridecemlineatus genomic sequences

Enlarged green/yellow circles indicate retroposons found from

leading to Cavioidea. Moreover, two additional loci were

the three-way genomic alignment (eight markers supporting

identified using the CPAL finder, each containing one

the Ctenohystrica-Muse classification of the clade, five of

retroposon marker (supplementary table S3, Supplementary

which are from separate [framed] B1-related subfamilies not

Material online).

in the Squirrel-related clade and only two markers supporting
the Squirrel-related clade of Ctenohystrica). Please notice the
ID 2 or ID4 subtypes vary by just two nucleotide substitutes.
Both melting branches and their common elements ID4 and
pB1D10 suggest that the clads of Ctenohystrika and Squirrel
are introgressive hybrid or incomplete.
5.2. Protein-coding sections of the mouse and human
chromosomes are 85% compatible
Researcher [14] study indicates that the protein-coding
sections of the mouse as well as human chromosomes are 85%
compatible on average; certain genes are 99% similar while
others are only 60% identical. The non-coding zones, on either
hand, are much less comparable (just 50% or less). Thus while
comparing that same human versus mouse DNA area, the
operational components step apart due to their superior
similarity. Researchers have discovered software tools that
correspond to human as well as mouse patterns automatically,
rendering the protein-coding as well as regulatory regions
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evident.

Fig. 4: mouse phylogenetic lineage
Fig. 3. The new marker 17 consolidates the Muroidea clade, and marker 18

Around 80 million years ago, humans, mice, as well as other

confirms the monophyly of rodents [7].

mammals, share a common ancestor. So, both mammals '

Phylogenetic tree of rodents extracted from retroposon
presence-absence results. Table 4: shows the circles which

genomes are relatively identical. The birds do not come into
exists suddenly but come into the modern age with gradual

reflect markers.
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people before but in the 1990s, china gives feathery surprised

modern form birds by step by changing. How the birds arose

to the paleontologists. Fossils show that the early dinosaurs

from the dinosaurs is the basic question that comes into mind?

lack wings but after plumage discovery in the dinosaurs, there

But the following adaptations will give you accurate answers.

begins a new change. The paleontologist now confirmed the

5.3. The origin and early evolution of birds

dinosaur to bird transition.

The Birds originated from, and are phylogenetically classified
as descendants of, the Theropod Dinosaurs; their first recorded
representatives are the Late Jurassic Archaeopteryx, now
described by seven skeletons and a feather. Bird flight was
commonly believed to develop from the trees downward, but
there are no apparent arborescent or tree-climbing traits of
Archaeopteryx and its outgroups, which are not identical to
those of gliders in the wing and launch. Bipedal, aquatic, fast,
cursory, and carnivorous were the predecessors of the animals.
In non-avian theropods, a broad variety of characters (for
example, the furcula, an elongated forearm, a lateral flexing
wrist) emerged for purposes unrelated to birds or to the flight,
aside from a perching foot and several skeleton fusions.

Fig. 5 - Connections between theropods, coelurosaurs
(feathered dinosaurs), and birds of today.

Shortly after Archaeopteryx, avian traits, like pygostyle,

"Not just a bird developed from a T. REX Suddenly, instead

carpometacarpus fusion, and enlarged curved pedal paws,

of changing one by one the typical characteristics of birds; at

reveal enhanced flight abilities and arboreal behavior with an

first bipedal locomotion, then limbs, and a wishbone and

inverted, backward, and opposed hallux. The characters linked

intricate limbs, something like pinch feathers and finally

to the flight mechanism were followed by those identified with

wings, "said Brusatte. "The result is a reasonably smooth

the remainder of the backbone and skull in the subsequent

change from dinosaurs to humans, but you can't draw a

development of the birds. Mesozoic birds, more abundant and

straight line between these two classes."

widespread than previously thought, were not even identified
until 1981, as the most complex known group of Cretan birds.
Most Mesozoic classes have no tertiary history, including the
end of the Cretans with Enantiornithes, Hesperornithiforms,
Ichthyornithiforms, and several more. A few linnae's 'Orders'
of current birds had been identified in this period, but none of
these taxa belonged to current 'families' and the bulk of current
'Orders' birds were recognized from their fossils not until the
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paleocene or (in most cases) the Eocene [15].
5.4. Are birds are originated directly from the birds?
Researcher [16] quote about how the evolution of birds starts,
he states that the feathers are starting evolving before the birth
of the birds. The birth has some adapted existing changes. The
birds are originated directly from the birds are the thoughts of
COPYRIGHT © 2020 BY THE WORLDWIDE JOURNAL OF RESARCH

Fig. 6: Arkhat Abzhanov, a birdlike dinosaur with fathers at Harvard
University, with a partial Deinonychus skeleton.

5.4.1. Weight and size evolution of birds
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in England says that: “Archaeopteryx looked to have the same

adopted the new changes like adopted baby skull shape. From

characteristics of modern birds”.

left to right gradual changes of the skull are shown. The
Velociraptor gives rise to archeopteryx that further gives rise
to modern birds like pigeon and chicken [16].

Fig. 7: Evolution of the bird’s skull [16]
Fig. 9: Archaeopteryx fossils

In Science magazine, South Australian Museum Michael Lee
with his research team reported that the dinosaurs lose their
weight gradually to reach the size of archaeopteryx. In 5o
MYA (Million years ago), they change the weight from 359

Researcher [18] clearly in his article mentioned that the
archaeopteryx has feathered wings like modern birds. The
archaeopteryx has a long tail and teeth like the ancient
dinosaurs.

pounds to 0.8 pounds [16].

Conclusion:

Biological research is a crucial base and the phylogenetic
analysis

investigates

the

genetic

interactions

among

individuals. The creation of robust phylogenetic trees is an
essential step in the detection of new diseases as well as the
emergence of new biomedical therapies. The phylogeny of
rodents is significant as their genetic, biological, and behavior
characteristics closely resemble those of humans. The
phylogeny of rodents is linked with mammals. The
significance of rare genetic modifications, especially short
interspersed elements (SINEs), is irrespective of high
Fig. 8: birds size evolution. Dinosaur silhouettes are based on the
following illustrations: Monolophosaurus by Jordan Mallon,
Deinonychus by Emily Willoughby, and Velociraptor by Matt Martyniuk.

5.4.2. Discovery of archaeopteryx
Researcher [17] deeply studied the origin of birds and state
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that the paleontologists are finding the proof or evidence to
prove the linkage between the dinosaurs and the avian. After
the discovery of archaeopteryx, they find the evidence. The
archaeopteryx has the dinosaurs as well as the bird’s
characteristics. A paleontologist from the University of Bristol

molecular

mutation rates,

providing a

strong,

nearly

homoplastic-free source for solving such phylogenetic issues.
It is also possible to provide a solid and technically
homoplastic basis for solving such phylogenetic problems by
the presence or absence of unusual genome modifications such
as short-interspersed components.

In our analysis it is

indicated that the protein-coding sections of the mouse, as
well as human chromosomes, are 85% compatible on average;
certain genes are 99% similar while others are only 60%
identical. The non-coding zones, on either hand, are much less
comparable (just 50% or less). Thus while comparing that
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same human versus mouse DNA area, the operational

[9] Bickerton, P. (2019). Rodents are awesome: extreme evolution. Eartham

components step apart due to their superior similarity.

institue.

Researchers have discovered software tools that correspond to

[10] Cau, A. (2018). The assembly of the avian body plan: A 160-million-year

human as well as mouse patterns automatically, rendering the

long process. . Italiana.: Bollettino della Societa Paleontologica. doi:57.

protein-coding as well as regulatory regions evident. The

10.4435/BSPI.2018.01.

Birds originated from, and are phylogenetically classified as
descendants of, the Theropod Dinosaurs; their first recorded

[11] Z. Bhutta, G. D. (2013). Basing newborn and maternal health policies on
evidence. Tech. Rep., JHPIEGO.

representatives are the Late Jurassic Archaeopteryx, now
described by seven skeletons and a feather. In our analyses,

[12] Mays, N. R. (2001). Synthesising research evidence. Studying the
organisation and delivery of health services. Research methods, 220.

the study concludes that birds are not originated directly from
birds. The dinosaurs after gradual changes become birds. They
adopted the new changes like adopted baby skull shape,

[13] Ringheim, N. a. (1996). Factors affecting contraceptive use in Pakistan.
The Pakistan Development Review, vol. 35, no. 1, pp. 1–22.

change their weight and size. After the discovery of

[14] Batzoglou, S. P. (2000). Human and mouse gene structure: comparative

archaeopteryx, the evidence of bird’s evolution from dinosaurs

analysis and application to exon prediction. . Genome research,.

is confirmed. The archaeopteryx has the dinosaurs as well as

doi:doi:10.1101/gr.10.7.950.

the bird’s characteristics. Further analysis of DNA of “rodents
and mammals” is recommended.

[15] Padian, K. &. (1998). The origin and early evolution of birds. Biological
reviews, 73(1), 1-42. doi:https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-185X.1997.tb00024.x
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